
Eng.2H  
Multiple Choice Question Stems 

 
Directions: Use the following question stems to create your own multiple-choice questions on “The Yellow 
Wallpaper” in order to best prepare for Outcome A Benchmark 1.  
 

QUESTION STEMS 

The realization {the protagonist’s name} has can best be described as an/a _______________. 
✓ Answer example = overall appreciation 

 

What can the reader infer about {insert character’s name} based on the following passage:   
✓ Include a quotation in question 

✓ Answer should focus on the character 

 

Following his/her initial {insert tone} feelings, {the character} is ______________________. 
✓ Answer options should focus on a change within the character   

 

Infer how the author’s tone shifts towards {the subject} at the end of the story.  
✓ Answer options should include ____________ to _____________ (tone shift) 

 

In paragraph ______,  {the character’s} feelings towards {insert subject} exposes the author’s _______________ 
attitude towards _______________  

✓ Answer options should be tone words and subjects 

 

Which of the {character’s name} thoughts best shows the author’s tone towards _____________  
✓ Answer options should include the tone towards a subject, fill in the blank 

✓ e.g., A. optimistic tone towards love 

 
Which of the following lines best exemplifies verbal irony? 

✓ Include lines from story as options.  

 

The author uses this example of verbal irony {include quote of verbal irony} to show  _____________.  
✓ Answer options should fill in the blank “to show ____________” 

 

In paragraph _______, {insert character name’s} behavior/ reaction to {insert what he/she reacts to} can be best  
described as _______________.  

✓ Answer options should fill in the blank “described as _________” 

 
Which of the {character’s name} thoughts best show the author’s tone towards {insert subject}?  

✓ Answer options should include the tone towards a subject.  

✓ e.g., A. optimistic tone towards love 

 
What might {insert object/character/etc.} symbolize?  

✓ Answer options should include WHAT the object/character/thing represent symbolically 

 
What type of irony is exemplified in this passage: {include quotation from story} 

✓ Answer options should include type of irony 

 
Based on the following line: {insert important line}, what can be inferred about the author’s tone towards               

{insert subject}? 

✓ Answer options should include tone words 

 
The author’s integration of {insert type of} diction and {insert type of} details allow the reader to respond to the  

experiences of {insert character’s name} with __________________ 

✓ Answer options should fill in the blank 
 

 

 

 


